Abstract-We present a model predictive control based tracking problem for nonlinear systems based on global optimization. Specifically, we introduce a 'Bernstein global optimization' procedure and demonstrate its applicability to the aforementioned control problem. This Bernstein global optimization procedure is applied to predictive control of a nonlinear CSTR system. Its strength and benefits are compared with those of a sub-optimal procedure, as implemented in MATLAB using fmincon function, and two well established global optimization procedures, BARON and BMIBNB.
model predictive control using nonlinear process models, usually called 'nonlinear MPC' ( or NMPC), has attracted many researchers over the past decade [6] , [7] , [8] .
An NMPC formulation requires the solution of a (usually nonconvex) nonlinear optimization problem at each sampling instant. As such, NMPC is a challenging field, and is dependent on good global optimization procedures. Motivated by this, in the present work we introduce one such global optimization procedure for NMPC applications. This procedure is based on the well-known Bernstein form of polynomials [9] , and uses several nice properties associated with this Bernstein form. Optimization procedures based on this Bernstein form, also called Bernstein global optimization algorithms, have shown good promise to solve hard nonconvex NLP and MINLP problems (see, for instance, [10] , [11] , [12] ). They are therefore very promising for NMPC applications.
In this work, we present one such Bernstein global optimization algorithm to solve a nonlinear optimization problem at each NMPC iteration. Specifically, we use the nonlinear system model for the predictions, followed by the formulation of a nonlinear programming (NLP) problem based on these predictions. Then, the Bernstein global optimization algorithm is used as a tool to solve this nonlinear optimization problem in terms of the control inputs (u's) as decision variables. The overall approach is demonstrated on a simulation study for predictive control of a nonlinear CSTR system, and the findings are compared with those of a suboptimal procedure implemented in MATLAB using fmincon function, and two well established global optimization procedures, BARON and BMIBNB.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce a nonlinear MPC formulation. In Section III, we briefly describe the Bernstein form, followed by the presentation of the Bernstein global optimization algorithm. In Section IV, we report the simulation studies on a nonlinear CSTR system with the Bernstein global optimization algorithm and compare with MATLAB fmincon function, global optimization procedures, BARON and BMIBNB. Finally, in Section V, we present some concluding remarks.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION FOR NMPC
We consider a class of continuous-time systems described by the following nonlinear model
where x ∈ R n and u ∈ R m denote the vectors of states and control inputs, respectively; y ∈ R p is the controlled output. The state of the system and the control input applied at sampling instant k are denoted by x(k) and u(k), respectively. The system is subject to the state and input constraints of the following form:
where X ⊆ R n and U ⊆ R m . In simplest form, X and U are given by bound constraints of the form:
In the present work, we consider the design of an NMPC controller for (1) to track a desired reference x s , while fulfilling constraints of the form (3)- (4) . Further, dropping the index k for simplicity, the general form of NMPC control law can be derived at each sampling instant k by the solution of the following NLP problem.
subject to (1), (3), and (4) for i = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1 where x i,s denotes the set-point (reference) at instant i; Q ∈ R n×n and R ∈ R m×m denote positive definite, symmetric weighting matrices; ∆u i = u i − u i−1 denotes the control increment, N(≥ 1) denotes the prediction horizon.
At the outset, the nonlinear model (1) is used for predictions based on the initial state x 0 . The predicted control input profile is denoted by u i , i = 0, 2, . . . , N − 1 Then, assuming that the optimization problem has a feasible solution, an optimizer (in this work, we use Bernstein global optimization algorithm) computes an optimal control sequence based on the NMPC optimization problem formulated in (5) 
Only the first step of this optimal control sequence, u * 0 is applied to the system (1) to obtain a new updated state. Then the whole process is repeated, with x 0 obtained from the latest measurements, until the state is steered to its desired reference.
Remark 1:
The cost function in the optimization problem (5) depends nonlinearly on the state and input variables. Hence, the optimization problem turns out to be a NLP. We note that, in some instances, such as a nonlinear CSTR (see Section IV, Equations (12)- (13)), the nonlinearity appears only in terms of the state variables. Hence, the optimization problem turns out to be a polynomial NLP (that is, (5) comes out to be polynomial in terms of the decision variables u i ). In the present work, we limit ourself to such NMPC problems involving only polynomial NLPs.
III. BERNSTEIN GLOBAL OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM
This section briefly presents some notions about the Bernstein form. Due to space limitation, a simple univariate Bernstein form is introduced. A comprehensive background and mathematical treatment for a multivariate case can be found in [12] .
We can write a univariate l-degree polynomial p over an interval x in the form
Now the polynomial p can be expanded into the Bernstein polynomials of the same degree as below [9] p
where B l i (x) are the Bernstein basis polynomials and b i (x) are the Bernstein coefficients give as below
Equation (8) is referred as the Bernstein form of a polynomial and obeys the following property: Theorem 1: (Range enclosure property) Let p be a polynomial of degree l, and let p(x) denote the range of p on a given interval x. Then,
(11) Proof: See [13] .
Remark 2:
The above theorem says that the minimum and maximum coefficients of b i (x) provide lower and upper bounds for the range of p. This forms the Bernstein range enclosure, defined by B(x) in equation (11) . We now present the global optimization algorithm based on the above Bernstein form. This algorithm uses the Bernstein range enclosing property, followed by a domain subdivision, to correctly locate the global solution (global minimum and global minimizers) for a given NLP problem.
Inputs: Degree N of the variables occurring in the objective and constraint polynomials, the coefficients a I of the objective and constraint polynomials in the power form, the initial search domain x, the tolerance parameters ε p and ε x on the global minimum and global minimizer(s), and the tolerance parameter ε zero to which the equality constraints are to be satisfied.
Outputs: A lower bound y and an upper bound p on the global minimum f * , along with a set U containing all the global minimizer(s) x (i) .
BEGIN Algorithm
2) From a I , compute the Bernstein coefficient arrays of the objective and constraint polynomials on the box y respectively as
If L is empty then go to step 13. Otherwise, pick the first item (y, y) from L, and delete its entry from L. 6) Choose a coordinate direction λ parallel to which y 1 × · · · × y l has an edge of maximum length, that is λ ∈ {i : w(y) := w(y i ), i = 1, 2, . . . , l}. 9) {Cut-off test} Discard all items (z, z) in the list L that satisfy p < z. 10) Denote the first item of the list L by (y, y).
remove the item from the list L and enter it into the solution list L sol . 12) Go to step 6. 13) {Compute the global minimum} Set the global minimum y to the minimum of the second entries over all the items in L sol . 14) {Compute the global minimizers} Find all those items in L sol for which the second entries are equal to y. The first entries of these items contain the global minimizer(s) x (i) . 15) Return the lower bound y and upper bound p on the global minimum f * , along with the set U containing all the global minimizer(s) x (i) .
END Algorithm

IV. SIMULATION STUDY
In this section, we study the application of a global optimization procedure based on the Bernstein algorithm BBBC, a sub-optimal procedure based on the MATLAB fmincon function, and two well established global optimization solvers, BARON [14] and YALMIP based branch-and-bound BMIBNB [15] procedure to the highly nonlinear model of a CSTR system adapted from [16] . Following assumptions in [16] of constant liquid volume for an exothermic irreversible reaction, A → B, the CSTR system is described by the following model.
where C A is the concentration of A in the reactor, T is the reactor temperature and T c is the temperature of the coolant stream. The other parameters corresponding to the nominal operating point conditions are reported in Table I . The objective is to regulate the states x 1 = C A and x 2 = T by manipulating u = T c with the state and input constraints of the following form:
We consider an NMPC scheme for set-point tracking control problem, which involves multiple set-point changes for y = x 2 = T . The nonlinear model in (12)- (13) is used as a system model for the simulation, and the NMPC control law is derived by solving an NLP of the form (5). The solution for the updated states is computed based on the set of given initial conditions and first optimal control move derived by a NMPC control law. We adopted the following parameters values for the simulation: the global minimum and minimizers Similarly, for the sub-optimal procedure using fmincon, we choose sequential quadratic programming (SQP) algorithm for the simulation studies. Figure 3 shows the evolution of the states. Specifically, we compare the results for NMPC of a CSTR system based on the Bernstein algorithm BBBC and on the sub-optimal procedure using fmincon. We observed a smooth transition of the both states under multiple set-point changes based on the algorithm BBBC. On the other hand, with the sub-optimal fmincon procedure, significant undershoot and overshoot are observed, although the settling time remains almost the same in both cases. Figure 4 shows the control performance of the two approaches. It is apparent that except at the first few samples (≈ 0 − 20), algorithm BBBC computes smooth control moves compared to the sub-optimal fmincon based procedure. In Figure 5 , we show the computation time taken to compute the control move at each sampling instant by algorithm BBBC and sub-optimal procedure fmincon. In this case too, algorithm BBBC proved superior with an average reduction of 30 % in the computation time. It may be noted that in practice Bernstein algorithm BBBC performs rigorous global search to determine all global solutions. However, to keep the simulation feasible from a practical point of view, we only located one global solution. Figure 6 plots the cost function values for the NLP problem in (5) obtained with both optimization procedures at each sampling instant. We observed nearly identical cost function values at each sampling instant using both optimization procedures. However, we note that at each setpoint change (introduced at samples 0, 50, 100, 150, and 200), algorithm BBBC returned lower cost function values compared to fmincon. This is probably associated with the smoother transitions that were obtained using BBBC, and which are visible in Figure 3 .
To assess the consistency of the benefits obtained from using algorithm BBBC instead of fmincon, we studied one more realistic scenario; set-point tracking problem under a constant input disturbance. Figure 8 shows the result for this constant disturbance handling case. Typically, we consider the CSTR to be operating at steady-state value of T = 310 K. Then at 50 th sample a step change is applied requiring the CSTR to operate at 330 K. Further, we assume that a constant input disturbance of 5 K is acting on the system. In this case too, we observed the algorithm BBBC tracks smoothly the given set-point. On the other hand, fmincon resulted in a small constant off-set from the desired set-point value.
Further, we choose to compare the Bernstein algorithm BBBC with the two other well-established global optimization solvers, namely, BARON and BMIBNB. The time required to compute the optimal solution (global minimum for NLPs in the NMPC scheme) is considered as a performance metric and is compared in the Figure 7 . We observed the average computation time as 0.12, 0.13, and 0.05 for the algorithm BBBC, BMIBNB and BARON, respectively. Algorithm BBBC was found to be faster compared to BMIBNB (which on an average took 8 % more computational time). Similarly, we noted algorithm BBBC to be much slower than BARON (which on an average took 55 % less computational time).
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, a global optimization procedure based on the Bernstein form was presented to solve the nonlinear optimization problems encountered in model predictive control of nonlinear systems. The main aim of the work was to demonstrate the benefits achieved with the Bernstein global optimization approach compared to the sub-optimal procedures, such as MATLAB's fmincon function and global optimization procedures, such as BARON and BMIBNB in the context of NMPC. The presented Bernstein algorithm showed good promise in simulations of a CSTR system for the multiple set-point tracking control problem as well as for the disturbance handling problem. Similarly, the Bernstein algorithm was also found to be well competent with global optimization procedures such as BARON and BMIBNB. Questions such as the sustainability and scalability of Bernstein global optimization algorithms for large-scale nonlinear systems remain to be explored, but we believe that they are very promising contenders for use in NMPC problems. [14] and BMIBNB [15] . [14] and BMIBNB [15] .
